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We report our preliniiuary work in applyirig the local discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) finite 
element nicthod to  solve various time dependent and st.cady state moment models for serni- 
conductor device simulations, in which both tlie first derivative convect,ion terms and second 
derivative diffusion (heat conduction) terms exist and are discretized by the discontiniious 
Galerkin niethod aud the local discontiuuous Galerkin method [3]  respectively. The pot,ential 
equation for the electrical field is also discretized by the local discontinuous Galerkin method. 
This is an ongoing project with t,he objective of developiiig a numerical tool based on the 
discontinuous Galerkin and local discontinuous Galcrkin nicthodology, capable of solving var- 
ious niodcls for semiconductor device siiiiulations (hydrodynan~ic models, energy t,ransport 
models, quantum drift-diffusion or quantum hydrodynamic models, kinetic models, etc.) in 
a unified treatnicnt of first and higher spatial derivatives, iricluding tliosc for the potential 
equations, which would allow easy 1 ~ q 1  adaptivit.y and efficient parallel iniplcmentation. 

The discontiniious Galerkin method is il fi1iit.e element mct.liod which uses discont,iuuous 
piecewise polynomials as basis fuiictions and relies on an adcquatc choice of nunicrical Auxcs, 
wliich handle effectively the interactions across element. boundarics, to achieve stable and 
accurate algorithrns for nonlinear hyperbolic conscrvation laws (those irivolving first spa- 
tial derivatives), nonli~icar convection diffusion equations (t.hosc involving first and secoud 
spatial derivatives), nonlinear dispersive equations (those involving first, second, and third 
spatial tlerivativcs), etc., see for example t,hc review paper [3] and refcrcnces therein. The 
discontiriuous Galerkin metliod was used before for seniiconductor device simulations, such 
as in [a]  for t.he hydrodynaniic models and in  [l] for the quanturn-Iiydrodynairlic niodcls, 
however in  these carlier works only the convective ternis were discretized by the discontinu- 
ous Galerkin methodology. Recent developineiit of locally discontinuous Galerkin method in 
treating higher order spatial derivatives allows us to adopt a uuified discretization strategy 
to handle all spatial derivatives in  these models. 

In this prcscntation we describe our preliniiuary work in one space dinicnsion for sim- 
olat.ing the hydrodynainic and energy transport models. In Fignrc 1 we plot t,he electron 
density TL and velocity v obtained by the current discontiuuous Galerkin algorithm, in com- 
parison with that obtained by the E N 0  (essent.ially non-oscillatory) finite difference method, 
for the hydrodynamic models and the energy transport model, on a one dimensional silicon 
n+-wn,+ diode, see [4] for the details of the HD and ET models, the spccifics of the diode, 
and the E N 0  finite difference method. We can clearly see that t,he discontinuous Galerkin 
algorilhni provides very good numerical results in agreement with the results obtained by 
the E N 0  finite difference method. While for this one diniensional case the advaritsgc of 
using discontinuous Galerkin method over the finite difference E N 0  niet,liod is not obvious, 
the formulation of the discontinuous Galerkin solver docs allow an easy generalization to 
two and higher spatial dimensions on arbitrary triangulatious with flexible h-p adaptivity 
capabilities. 

A full journal publication of this work will be published in the Journal of Computational Electronics. 
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Figure 1: Coniparison of thc discont~inuous Galcrkin iiiet,hod (solid lines) with thc finite 
difference EN0  method (syiubols) for a oue dimensional silicon n + - i i - d  diode of length 
0.6/1,77?~ Top: hydrodynamic (HD) model; bottom: energy trausport (ET) model. Left: 
electron density n (10'2cm-3), right: velocity U ( p m / p s ) .  
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